An exceptional place to find yourself

Mantis is committed to conservation. With this as our cornerstone, we have unearthed a distinguished collection of extraordinary destinations, each capturing the essence of its location. Mantis properties are small and intimate or vast and complex, on a sweeping African plain, bustling city, tropical island or frozen snowscape, each is an exceptional place for guests to find themselves.

mantiscollection.com
Upcoming openings

Biyela Lodge, Umfolozi Big Five Game Reserve, South Africa, 16 rooms (2019)
Akagera Game Lodge, Rwanda, 60 rooms
The Providence By Mantis, Nigeria, 79 rooms (2019)

Key programs

Thoughtfully designed spaces. Each of our hotels make the most of unutilised spaces to create opportunities for socialising (guest lounges, dining spaces, outdoor social hubs). Our Boutique Hotels offer well-thought out meeting rooms and our Eco-escapes reunite travellers with nature through Bomas experiences.

Locally sourced Gastronomy. Stately dining rooms where friends and families share extraordinary culinary journeys. Cosy nooks for two to tuck into delectable desserts and aromatic blends of coffee.

Celebration of the destination. Each Mantis property is a unique celebration of its destination, with creatively curated experiences that introduce our guests to the essence of the location’s culture, history, and people.

Ecologically sensitive. We pride ourselves on sustainable practices that respect the environment and aim to produce inspired properties that celebrate the quintessence of their respective locations. Each property is sensitive to its surroundings in respect of the building, environment and local community.

Customer profile

| TRANSIENT | 80% | 20% |
| DOMESTIC | 30% | 70% |